REEVES' ARTISTS' OIL & WATER-COLOURS
WE SPECIALIZE IN
TEMPERA COLOURS
POSTER COLOURS
ARTISTS' BRUSHES
SKETCH BOOKS
and BLOCKS
CANVAS
Etc.

REEVES & SONS, LTD.
Established over 160 years.
18 ASHWIN STREET,
DALSTON, LONDON, E.8

Above all things a Turquoise is an honest pencil. Always true to grading, satisfyingly smooth and constant to the end of the lead. For extra long life and quite exceptional quality — you will be very satisfied with a Turquoise.

A VERY SATISFYING PENCIL
TURQUOISE DRAWING
Now with 47% extra lead strength for a needle-point without constant break-up owing or snapping. 17 precise grades from 9H to 6B. Drawing Leads from 6H to 2B.

10d. each 9½ per dozen
You get 12 for the price of 11
when you buy them by the box.

EAGLE PENCIL CO. ASHELY ROAD - TOTTENHAM N.17